
 
SKYSAT TASKING ORDERS 

Tasking Orders 

Planet shall promptly process all Licensee requests for SkySat tasking services (“Tasking Orders”),             
provided that Licensee complies with the following process: 

○ Licensee transmits a complete, electronic Tasking Order - electronic form and           
shapefile/kml/geojson by email to the Planet Order Desk: orders@planet.com  

■ The Tasking Order shall include: the required start time, time of interest, and             
the center point target. 

■ Any Tasking Order placed for the purpose of distribution or resale submitted by             
Licensee shall include end user information sufficient to allow Planet to conduct            
requisite regulatory compliance and government security checks, including        
customer contact name, company name, address, phone number, and any other           
information reasonably requested by Planet. 

 
SkySat Tasking Order Delivery 

● Planet shall accept a Tasking Order based on a feasibility study (if applicable), in writing or via                 
electronic mail to the designated Licensee contact set forth on the applicable Order Schedule or               
as instructed by Licensee. 

● Planet will provide a suggested collection end date based on the feasibility analysis. If Planet               
does not successfully fulfill the order by the suggested end date, the Licensee will be given the                 
option to either: 

o Extend the collection window of the Tasking Order; or 
o Accept delivery of the images that fulfill the image quality requirements (set forth             

below), and have the unfulfilled square kilometers credited back to Licensee to be             
tasked elsewhere during the Term as set forth in the applicable order (“Term”). 

● The Tasking Order shall automatically be deemed accepted unless Licensee rejects the Tasking             
Order for failure to comply with the terms of the Order Schedule or the terms set forth herein.                  
Such rejection must be in writing and received by Planet within three (3) days of delivery                
(including making the Tasking Order available in the Platform). If a Tasking Order is rejected in                
accordance with the foregoing, then Planet will re-task the same amount of km².  

 
General 
 

● All Tasking Orders must be placed prior to the end of the Term. Any unused tasking rights shall                  
automatically expire at the end of the applicable Term. Planet shall continue to process all               
Tasking Orders placed prior to the end of the Term. 
 

● The SkySat Content shall materially comply with the technical specifications available at:            
https://assets.planet.com/marketing/PDF/SkySat_Imagery_Product_Specification.pdf 
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